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1. Introduction 
 
 In Japanese among many natural languages, a wh-question such as (1Q) 
can be answered either by a fragment answer (FA) like (1A) or by a fully 
sentential answer (SA) like (1A’). The answer constituent in an SA bears 
focus signaled by a pitch accent (indicated by capital letters), while the other 
non-focused constituents (carrying old information) may be prosodically 
weakened by deaccenting (indicated by gray fonts and underscores). 
 
(1)  Q: Taro-wa   nani-o    tabeta  no?   
   Taro-TOP  what-ACC  ate    Q  
  A: kono  ringo-(o)  (da/desu).                     (FA) 
   this  apple-ACC   COP.PRES 
   ‘this apple.’ 
  A’: Taro-wa  KONO RINGO-O tabeta (no  da/desu).       (SA) 
   Taro-TOP this apple-ACC   ate     C  COP.PRES    
   ‘Taro ate THIS APPLE.’ 
 
 Quite a few linguists have sought to show that FAs like (1A) can be 
naturally derived from SAs via some deletion operation. Of particular interest 
in this paper is how the deletion operation takes place in deriving FAs. A 
widely-held view is that all operations including deletion affect only 
constituents. This leads many linguists to assume that a focus phrase must be 
outside the ellipsis site before deletion takes place, as shown in (2) (cf. 
Merchant 2001, Saito 2004, Nishiauchi & Fujii 2006). 
 
(2)  Focus-Exclusive Deletion (FED) 
  … YP[+F] … [XP …]    

	  	  	  "#$	  	  	  
  … YP[+F] … [XP …] 
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In (2), the focus phrase YP is outside the ellipsis site XP. We dub this type of 
deletion “Focus-Exclusive Deletion” (FED).  
 This paper argues for another form of deletion that is distinct from FED. 
We dub it “Focus-Inclusive Deletion” (FID), where the focus phrase YP 
evades ellipsis but still stays inside the ellipsis site XP.  
 
(3) Focus-Inclusive Deletion (FID): 
 Applying to a constituent XP, FID phonologically reduces all but the 
 F(ocus)-marked constituent(s) within XP. 
  … [XP … YP[+F] …] …  

	  	  	  "%$	  	  	  
  …[XP … YP[+F] …] … 

 
Van Craenenbroeck & den Dikken (2006) is one of the earlier attempts to analyze 
FAs in English in terms of FID. Our proposal is, in a nutshell, that FID is 
employed in deriving FAs in Japanese as well. More specifically, we claim that 
some FAs should be best analyzed as in (4). 
  
(4)  FID-based analysis of FAs:  
  [Taro-wa  KONO RINGO-(o)  tabeta no]  da/desu.  
   Taro-TOP this    apple-ACC   ate    C   COP.PRES 
  ‘It is that Taro ate THIS APPLE.’ 
 
Here, FID phonologically reduces all but the focus phrase KONO RINGO-(o) 
within CP headed by no, effectively yielding discontinuous deletion. 
 In pursuing the possibility of FID, we assume with Chomsky & Lasnik 
(1993), Tancredi (1992), among many others that deletion is an extreme case 
of deaccenting. Note the similarity between (4) and the SA in (1A’), where 
the only difference lies in the degree of phonological reduction. Thus, we 
argue for FID just as an extreme case of (focus-sensitive) deaccenting: zero 
or partial deaccenting yields the SA in (1A’), while complete deaccenting 
derives FID in (4). 
 This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 will briefly review how FAs 
in Japanese have been analyzed in the past literature. It is a widely-held view 
that FAs in Japanese are derived either from a bare copular sentence 
equivalent to sore-wa XP da ‘It is XP’, or from some focus construction via 
FED. Section 3 will argue that those previous analyses fail to explain certain 
FAs with nominal modifiers. It will also be shown that such FAs can be 
straightforwardly derived via FID. We will examine in Section 4 whether the 
FED-based analyses can overcome the problem discussed in Section 2 by 
resorting to the idea of “repair by ellipsis.” We will conclude that the 
approach runs counter to the current minimalist spirit. Section 5 will provide 
further evidence for the FID-based analysis, showing that FED-based 
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analyses are untenable, even if coupled with “repair by ellipsis.” Section 6 
will discuss further implications of the FID vs. FED distinction. Section 7 
concludes this paper. 
 
2. Previous Approaches to FAs in Japanese 
 
 Virtually all past analyses of FAs in Japanese were based on the 
assumption that deletion elides all elements inside an elided constituent (as in 
FED), and therefore that, if deletion applies to a constituent XP that happens 
to contain a focused answer phrase, then the answer phrase must vacate the 
ellipsis site via movement. One such FED-based analysis for FAs is proposed 
by Saito (2004). He claims that some FAs in Japanese are derived from the 
cleft construction via FED, through the following two steps; (i) the answer 
phrase is located at the cleft-focus position via movement (of the answer 
phrase itself or of a null operator that then is coindexed with the cleft-focus), 
and then (ii) FED applies to CP headed by no, leaving the answer phrase and 
the copular intact. Thus, (1A) is analyzed as in (5). 
 
(5) Cleft-based analysis of FAs (Saito 2004):  
 a.  [CP Taro-ga  ei  tabeta no] -wa KONO RINGO(-o)i  da/desu.  
       Taro-NOM    ate   C  -TOP this   apple-ACC   COP.PRES

             FED 
 b.  [CP Taro-ga  ei  tabeta  no] -wa KONO RINGO(-o)i  da/desu.  
       Taro-NOM    ate    C  -TOP this   apple-ACC   COP.PRES 
   
 Nishigauchi & Fujii (2006) put forward another FED-based analysis. 
They propose that the underlying structure of FAs is the so-called no da focus 
construction, roughly meaning ‘it is that …XP…’. From this construction, the 
FA in (1A) is derived through the following two steps; (i) the answer phrase 
undergoes overt focus-movement (into Foc(us)P-Spec) and vacates CP 
headed by no, and then (ii) FED applies to CP headed by no, leaving the 
answer phrase and the copular intact.  
 
(6) “no da” focus movement analysis of FAs (Nishigauchi & Fujii 2006):  
 a.  [[FinP Taro-ga  KONO RINGO-O  tabeta  no]  da/desu]. 
        Taro-NOM this   apple-ACC  ate    C   COP.PRES  
                     Focus Movement 
   b.  [FocP KONO  RINGO (-o)i  [FinP Taro-ga  ti tabeta no]  da/desu]. 
        this   apple-ACC      Taro-NOM   ate   C   COP.PRES 
     FED 
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   c.  [FocP KONO  RINGO(-o)i [FinP  Taro-ga  ti tabeta no]  da/desu]. 
        this   apple-ACC     Taro-NOM   ate   C   COP.PRES 
 
The underlying no da construction is a kind of focus-inclusive sentence. After 
KONO RINGO-(o) ‘this apple’ undergoes focus movement, it is turned to a 
focus-exclusive configuration. Thus, deletion involved here is FED. 
 Saito (2004) and Nishigauchi & Fujii (2006) also claim that, in addition 
to the focus exclusive constructions just reviewed, FAs in Japanese have 
another possible source illustrated in (7).  
 
(7) Bare copular analysis of FAs (Saito 2004, Nishigauchi & Fujii 2006):  
 pro  KONO RINGO-(o)  da/desu. 
 pro  this   apple-ACC   COP.PRES   
 ‘It is this apple.’ 
 
Here, pro is a phonetically null version of sore ‘it,’ which refers to the entity 
indicated by the preceding wh-word. In this construction, the answer phrase 
simply stands as a predicate of the copular sentence with a (null/deleted) 
pronominal subject. 
 To sum up, in addition to our FID-based analysis in (4), there are three 
possible analyses for FAs proposed in the literature: the cleft analysis as in 
(5), the focus-movement analysis based on the “no da” construction as in (6), 
and the bare copular analysis as in (7). In the following discussion, we will 
present examples of FAs that cannot be reasonably captured by the previous 
analyses.  
 
3. FAs with a Prenominal Modifier 
 
 This section examines a case of FAs that poses a serious problem to the 
previous FED-based analyses or the bare copular analysis. It is also 
demonstrated that such an FA can be straightforwardly explained by the FID-
based analysis. The case in question is exemplified by (8A).  
 
(8) Q: kinoo   [nan-do-no   oyu]-de     te-o    yakedosita no? 
   yesterday  what-˚C-LNK  hot.water -with hand-ACC get.burned Q 
   ‘With water at what degree Celsius did you get your hand burned?’  
  A: hatizyuu-do  da/desu.                        (FA) 
   80-˚C     COP.PRES 
   ‘At 80 ˚C.’  
  A’: [kinoo   [HATIZYUU-DO-no oyu]-de     te-o      (SA) 
    yesterday  80-˚C-LNK       hot.water -with hand-ACC  
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   yakedosita no]  da/desu. 
   get-burned  C   COP.PRES 
   ‘It is that I got my hand burned with hot water at 80˚C.’ 
 
The intended reading of the FA in (8A) is the same as that of the SA in (8A’).  
 Notice that the bare copular analysis fails to explain the acceptable FA. 
Nishigauchi & Fujii (2006) assume that pro is a null version of sore ‘it’. Then, 
the bare copular source with a null subject pro would be just as unacceptable 
as (9), where the subject is realized as sore ‘it’. 
 
(9)  Bare copular sentence: 
  * sore-wa  hatizyuu-do  da/desu. 
  it-TOP    80-˚C     COP.PRES 
   ‘It is 80˚C.’ 
 
In contrast, the FA in (8A) is totally acceptable. This means that the bare 
copular source is unavailable for the FA in (8A).  
 In passing, we can think of several factors that contribute to the deviance 
of (9). For instance, it might be related to the fact that the entity referred to by 
the pronominal subject sore, the hot water, can be said to satisfy the predicate 
hatizyuu-do da ‘be 80˚C’ only in the past (at the time it burned the speaker’s 
hand yesterday). This would make the present tense on the copula in (9) 
infelicitous, thus leading to the degradedness of (9). We will have to leave a 
full-fledged investigation of the relevant factor(s) for future research, but for 
the present discussion, it is sufficient to note that a bare copular source like 
(9) cannot constitute an underlying structure for the FA in (8A).1 
 Next, let us consider Saito’s cleft-based analysis. (10) illustrates the 
structure for the FA in (8A) before deletion applies.  

                                            
1  Our FID-based analysis as well as Saito’s and Nishigauchi & Fujii’s FED-based 
analyses involve a copular verb distinct from the elided verb (tabeta ‘ate’ in (4)-(6)). 
The copular verb in those constructions is of a presentational sort, roughly 
corresponding to ‘it is that…’. Thus, it is not surprising that the tense of the copular 
verb is different from that of the elided verb. In this paper, we will use a present-tense 
copula da/desu and a past-tense verb in the antecedent clause, in order to make it clear 
that we are dealing with elliptical constructions.  

 Incidentally, as is expected in the above-reasoning, replacing the present-
tense copula in (9) with its past-tense counterpart datta/desita improves the 
acceptability. We use are ‘that’ here to adjust the deixis.  
(i) ?/?? are-wa  hatizyuu-do datta/desita (yo).  (as a response to (8Q)) 
  that-TOP 80-˚C     COP.PAST    SFP 

‘That was 80˚C.’  
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(10)  Structure before FED under the cleft analysis: 
   * [CP kinoo   [ei oyu]-de     te-o     yakedosita  
     yesterday   hot.water -with hand-ACC  get-burned  
  no ]-wa HATIZYUU-DO(-no)i da/desu. 
  C -TOP  80-˚C-LNK       COP.PRES 
  ‘It is at 80˚C that I got my hand burned with hot water.’ 
 
The focus phrase HATIZYUU-DO ‘80˚C’ is outside the CP that is to be elided 
by FED. The cleft focus HATIZYUU-DO ‘80˚C’ cannot be related to the gap 
within a nominal phrase, and the unacceptability of (10) would be due to a 
violation of the “Left Branch Condition” (LBC) or some equivalent. In any 
case, the unacceptable cleft sentence in (10) cannot be a source of the 
acceptable FA in (7A). 
 Nishigauchi & Fujii’s (2006) FED-based analysis is also problematic. 
Under their analysis, the FA in (8A) should have the structure given in (11) 
before deletion takes place. The focus phrase HATIZYUU-DO ‘80˚C’ moves 
out of CP headed by no, inducing an LBC effect just like (10).  
 
(11)  Structure before FED under the “no da” focus-movement analysis: 
    * [FocP HAYIZYUU-DO-(no)i [CP  kinoo   [ti  oyu]-de      
    80-˚C-LNK           yesterday   hot.water-with   
  te-o    yakedosita no]  da/desu]. 
  hand-ACC get-burned C   COP.PRES 
  ‘At 80 ˚Ci, I got my hand burned with [hot water ti].’ 
 
This focus-exclusive structure is unacceptable in contrast with the acceptable 
FA in (8A). Therefore, it is implausible to assume that the FA in (8A) should 
be derived from the focus-exclusive structure in (11).  
 Contrary to the previous analyses just reviewed, the FID-based analysis 
can derive the FA in (8A) without any difficulty. As shown in (12), the FA 
would be derived from the no da focus-inclusive sentence in (8A’).  
 
(12)  Structure assumed under the FID-based analysis: 
  [CP kinoo   [HATIZYUU-DO-no  oyu]-de      te-o     
     yesterday  80-˚C-LNK       hot.water -with  hand-ACC  
  yakedosita no]  desu/da.  
  get-burned C   COP.PRES 
  ‘It is that I got my hand burned with hot water at 80˚C.’ 
 
Following van Craenenbroeck & den Dikken (2006), we assume that deletion 
applying to an XP eliminates all the non-focused (“recoverable,” so to speak) 
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elements but not the focus phrase within XP, and hence that it may result in 
FID. Applying to CP headed by no in (12), then, deletion eliminates all but 
the focus phrase HATIZYUU-DO ‘80˚C’ inside CP. The fact that the FA does 
not exhibit an LBC effect is not surprising, because no movement is required. 
Further, under the proposed analysis, it is not surprising, either, that the FA 
can be accompanied by a present-tense copula, because the underlying 
structure in (12) is the “no da” construction and contains the copular verb (da). 
 One remaining question is why no can attach to the focus phrase 
HATIZYUU-DO ‘80˚C’ in (8A’) but not in the FA in (8A). In fact, the overt 
presence of no makes the FA degraded, as shown in (13A).  
 
(13) A:?* hatizyuu-do-no  da/desu.                   (FA) 
   80-˚C-LNK    COP.PRES 
    ‘At 80 ˚C.’  
 
For that matter, we argue with Watanabe (2010) that no occurring with 
prenominal modifiers is a linking element inserted morphologically only 
when the host N is overtly realized. The host N oyu ‘hot water’ is not overtly 
realized in the FA in (8A), so that the environment blocks the insertion of no. 
In contrast, the underlying no da focus construction in (8A’) allows the 
insertion of no, because the host N oyu ‘hot water’ is overtly realized. 
  
4.  Against Repair by Ellipsis 
 
 We have seen that an FA with a prenominal modifier is acceptable 
whereas its corresponding cleft counterpart and “no da” focus-exclusive 
counterpart are unacceptable. This contrast leads us to conclude that Saito’s 
(2004) cleft analysis and Nishigauchi & Fujii’s (2006) focus movement 
analysis should be abandoned.  
 However, there is one way to explain the asymmetries between the FA 
(8A) and the focus-exclusive structures in (10)-(11), while preserving the cleft 
analysis or the no da focus movement analysis. It is the idea of “repair by 
ellipsis.” “Repair by ellipsis” is first proposed to explain examples like the 
following (Chomsky 1972 and Merchant 2008, among many others). 
 
(14) a.  * They want to hire someone who speaks a Balkan language, but I 

don’t  remember [whichi they want to hire someone who speaks ti]. 
 b. They want to hire someone who speaks a Balkan language, but I 

don’t  remember [whichi [TP they want to hire someone who speaks 
ti]].                           (Merchant 2001) 
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(14a) is unacceptable due to a violation of the Complex NP Constraint. (14b) 
is the so-called “sluicing” construction, where the embedded TP is elided. Of 
importance is the fact that in contrast to the non-elided case in (14a), the 
sluiced case in (14b) does not exhibit an island effect. To explain contrasts 
like (14), Chomsky (1972), Merchant (2008), and among others claim that 
island violations can be repaired by deleting the cause of island effects. More 
specifically, Chomsky (1972) claims that if deletion elides an island 
configuration, then the island effect can be nullified. In (14b), the Complex 
NP island configuration is deleted via sluicing, so that the island violation can 
be repaired. 
 With this in mind, let us return to the contrast between (8A) and (10)-
(11). Suppose that the cleft structure in (10) and the focus-exclusive structure 
in (11) are deviant due to an LBC violation. Then, one might suspect that the 
FA in (8A) may still be derivable from (10) or (11) in terms of “repair by 
ellipsis,” preserving Saito’s cleft analysis and/or Nishigauchi and Fujii’s 
focus movement analysis; that is, if the grammar is really armed with some 
“repair by ellipsis” mechanism, then the LBC violation in (10)-(11) can be 
nullified by deleting the island configuration, yielding (8A). Thus, it seems 
that by resorting to “repair by ellipsis,” the FED-based analyses (Saito’s or 
Nishigauchi & Fujii’s) can overcome the apparently problematic case in (8A).  
 However, we still claim that their FED-based analyses should be 
abandoned for two reasons. One is that, as we will demonstrate in Section 5, 
there are empirical data that cannot be accounted for by the FED-based 
analyses, even if they are armed with some “repair by ellipsis” mechanism. 
The other reason is that “repair by ellipsis” in itself is conceptually 
unfavorable within the current minimalist framework. In the rest of this 
section, we focus on the latter point. More specifically, we will argue that the 
idea of “repair by ellipsis” runs in a number of ways counter to the “Strong 
Minimalist Thesis” (SMT) (Chomsky 2007, 2008), according to which 
human language is designed in an optimal fashion, maximally satisfying the 
general principle of Minimal Computation (MC).  
 To begin with, the very idea of “repair by ellipsis” requires non-minimal, 
redundant derivational steps that are undesirable in terms of MC. The gist of 
“repair by ellipsis” is that some violation of computational constraints 
(including island constraints) occurs at some stage of derivation, and 
somehow gets “repaired” later. However, it would be clearly more favorable 
and more economical to stick to a “shorter” derivation that involves no such 
extra steps, or not to produce island-violating steps at all.  
 Moreover, the notion of “*-marking,” with which “repair by ellipsis” has 
been technically implemented in many preceding accounts (cf. Chomsky 
1972, Merchant 2008, Nishigauchi & Fujii 2006), cannot be motivated, either 
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by interface conditions or by MC. Under Chomsky’s (1972) original proposal, 
when some element is extracted out of an island by a movement operation, a 
*-mark is assigned to the island XP, thereby marking an island violation. If 
the *-marked island XP remains at the end of the derivation, it causes an 
island effect. However, if the *-marked XP is deleted at some stage of the 
derivation, then the island violation can be nullified. The latter case 
corresponds to “repair by ellipsis.” Chomsky’s (1972) *-marking is then 
incorporated into many accounts of “repair by ellipsis,” with various 
adaptations. Now, although their theories of *-marking may provide one way 
to describe the relevant facts, their *-marking is in many ways a departure 
from the SMT. It is an “uninterpretable” feature that never reaches the 
PHON(etic)- or SEM(antic)-interfaces, hence its existence cannot be justified 
by interface conditions. Moreover, its sole function is to make the relevant 
representations deviant, hence it poses a mystery for the minimalist program 
why such a device exists in the optimal computation of human language.  
 Further, * is a feature that gets inserted in the course of syntactic 
derivation, and hence *-marking clearly violates the so-called “Inclusiveness 
Condition” (15), a reasonable constituent of MC.  
 
(15)  Inclusiveness Condition (Chomsky 1995 et seq.): 
  No extraneous elements absent from the Lexicon are introduced in the  
  course of syntactic derivation. 
 
 Finally, we would like to point out that PF-manipulations, including 
phonological deletion, are presumably just a peripheral aspect of human 
language, and therefore that it is expected to have only a limited effect on the 
legibility of syntactic computations. Note that the idea of “repair by ellipsis” 
is essentially meant to bring PF-deletion operations into the core of linguistic 
computation, allowing them to carry positive effects in syntactic derivation. 
However, Chomsky (2007, 2008, 2013) point to various considerations that 
suggest the inherent primacy of syntax-SEM-optimization over PF-
manipulations (“externalization”): (i) language is poorly designed for the 
purposes of communication via externalization, (ii) the externalization 
function of language presumably appears much later in the evolutionary 
history of human beings than the mutational emergence of SEM-optimal 
syntax, (iii) PF-manipulations (morphological agreement, linear order, etc.) 
are excessively complex and subject to cross-linguistic variations, and (iv) 
they are presumably irrelevant to SEM-interpretations, and so forth. Given 
these considerations, PF-manipulations, including ellipsis, are at best of 
secondary importance, and we expect that they may have only a marginal role 
in the theory of the optimal language design.  
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 To sum up, we have reviewed several theoretical grounds to doubt the 
idea of “repair by ellipsis.” (16) summarizes the discussion.  
 
(16) The idea of “repair by ellipsis” runs counter to the SMT, because 
 a.  it involves extra derivational steps of (i) violating computational 

constraints and then (ii) repairing the violation by some other 
means, obviously counter to the economy of derivation (MC), 

 b.  the *-feature cannot be justified either by optimal computation or 
by interface legibility considerations, 

 c.  *-marking violates the Inclusiveness Condition (15), and  
 d. PF-externalization operations such as phonological deletion are 

presumably just a peripheral aspect of the optimal language design. 
 
“Repair by ellipsis” or some equivalent is necessarily required for the FED-
based analyses to account for cases like (8A). In contrast, our FID-based 
analysis is free from complications due to “repair by ellipsis.” We hence argue 
that our FID-based analysis is consistent with the SMT.  
 In the next section, we will examine further empirical data that the FED-
based analyses cannot explain, even armed with “repair by ellipsis.” The data 
in question clearly indicate that the focus phrase as an FA can stay inside the 
ellipsis site.    
 
5. Further Arguments for the FID-based Analysis 
 
 This section examines further evidence in favor of our FID-based 
analysis. In Section 5.1, we will discuss FAs with a noun internal to a 
compound, which is syntactically immovable by definition. In Section 5.2, 
we will further discuss FAs with a numeral quantifier, which has different 
interpretations depending on whether or not it moves.  
  
5.1. FAs with a Noun Internal to a Compound 
 
 Let us first consider the examples in (17)-(19). 
 
(17) Q: sono gakkoo-wa [[doko-gaeri]-no   koosi]-o    yatotta  no? 
   that school-TOP   where-return-LNK teacher-ACC  hired   Q 
   ‘lit. A teacher returning from where did that school hire?’ 
 A: Boston  da/desu.                          (FA) 
   Boston  COP.PRES 
   ‘Boston.’ 
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 A’: [soko-wa [[BOSTON-gaeri]-no koosi]-o   yatotta      (SA) 
     it-TOP      Boston-return-LNK  teacher-ACC  hired    
   no]  da/desu. 
   C   COP.PRES 
   ‘It hired a teacher returning from Boston.’  
(18) Q: kimi-wa [[nan-paa(sento)-biki]-no doresu]-o  katta  no? 
   you-TOP   what-%-discount-LNK  dress-ACC bought Q 
   lit. ‘A dress at what percent discount did you buy?’ 
 A: [sanzyup-paa(sento)]  da/desu.                  (FA) 
    30-%          COP.PRES 
   ‘30 percent.’ 
 A’: [watasi-wa [[SANZYUP-PAA(SENTO)-biki]-no doresu]-o (SA) 
    I-TOP        30-%-discount-LNK          dress-ACC    
   katta   no]  da/desu.  
   bought  C   COP.PRES 
   ‘I bought a dress at a 30 percent discount.’  
(19) Q: yatin-wa  [[mai-tuki-nan-niti-zime]-no    hikiotosi]-ni  suru no? 
    rent-TOP   every-month-what-date-due-LNK debit -DAT   set    Q 
   lit. ‘Due which day of every month will you set the debit for rent?’ 
 A: [zyuugo-niti] da/desu.                       (FA) 
    15-day    COP.PRES 
   ‘The fifteenth day (of every month).’ 
 A’:  [[[mai-tuki-ZYUUGO-NITI-zime]-no hikiotosi]-ni  suru   (SA) 
       every-month-15-day-due-LNK    debit -DAT   set   
   no]  da/desu. 

 C   COP.PRES 
  lit. ‘I will set the debit for rent due the FIFTEENTH DAY of every 

month.’ 
 
In the SA in (17A’), BOSTON constitutes part of the compound Boston-gaeri 
‘Boston-return’ (meaning: ‘having come back from Boston’). Note the 
rendaku (sequential voicing) here: Boston + kaeri → Boston-gaeri. Rendaku 
is a hallmark of compounding in Japanese, and thus Boston-gaeri as a whole 
clearly constitute a compound. Now, (17A) shows that Boston alone can stand 
as an FA, apparently detached from the elided morpheme -gaeri. We can 
construct any number of such FAs, as in (18)-(19). 
 Let us consider the possibility of the bare copular analysis for these FAs, 
taking (17A) as a specific example. Notice that the bare copular sentence as 
an answer to (17Q) is not acceptable. 
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(20)  Bare copular sentence: 
 * sore/soko-wa  Boston  da/desu. 
  it/it-TOP     Boston  COP.PRES 
   ‘It is Boston.’ 
 
Nishigauchi & Fujii (2006) assume that pro is a null version of sore ‘it’. If so, 
then the bare copular source with a null subject pro would be just as 
unacceptable as (20), where the subject is overtly realized. In contrast, the FA 
in (17A) is completely acceptable. Hence, the bare copular analysis is 
unavailable for (17A). 
 Again, we may think of multiple factors that makes (20) deviant. Recall 
the problem of tense mismatch discussed in relation to (9). Just like (9), tense 
mismatch between the copular verb in (19) and the event denoted by (17Q) 
may contribute to the deviance. In addition, a noun internal to a compound is 
presumably non-referential, and thus it may not be referred back to by a 
pronominal. Observe (21) and (22), which clearly shows that the compound-
internal noun Boston cannot be referred back to by a pronominal. 
 
(21)  I met [a Bostoni-born singer]j yesterday. I like herj/*iti.  
(22)  sono gakkoo-wa [Bostoni-gaeri-no   koosi]j-o    yatotta. 
  that school-TOP  Boston-return-LNK teacher-ACC  hired    
  watasi-wa kanozyoj/*sorei/*sokoi-o mitemitai. 
  I-TOP   her/it/there-ACC       want.to.see 
  ‘The school hired [a Bostoni-return teacher]j. I want to see 

heri/*iti/*therei.’ 
 
Then, the compound-internal noun doko ‘where’ in doko-gaeri ‘where-return’ 
in (17Q) cannot provide an independent referential index, either, precluding 
the pronominal reference in (20). Thus, we can conclude from the strong 
deviance of (20) that the bare copular analysis is unavailable for FAs like 
(17A).  
 Next, consider the possibility of the FED-based analyses. (23) and (24) 
illustrate the structures before deletion takes place under Saito’s (2004) cleft 
analysis and Nishigauchi & Fujii’s (2006) focus movement analysis, 
respectively. 
 
(23)  Structure before FED under the cleft analysis: 
 * [CP sono gakkoo-ga   [[ei-gaeri]-no  koosi]-o    yatotta no]-wa 
   that school-NOM      -return-LNK teacher-ACC  hired  C  -TOP 
  Bostoni da/desu. 
  Boston  COP.PRES 
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  lit. ‘It is Bostoni that that school hired a teacher returning from ei.’   
(24)  Structure before FED under the “no da” focus-movement analysis: 
 * [FocP BOSTONi [CP sono gakkoo-wa [ti-gaeri]-no   koosi-o   
    Boston     that  school-TOP   -return-LNK  teacher-ACC 
  yatotta  no]  da/desu. 
  hired   C   COP.PRES 
  ‘It is that that school hired a teacher returning from BOSTON.’ 
 
The deviance of (23) and (24) indicates that they would not be a source of the 
grammatical FA in (17A), either. The deviance is clearly due to the fact that 
Boston is part of the compound Boston-gaeri and hence syntactically 
immovable. Thus, FAs like (17A), (18A), and (19A) pose insurmountable 
problems to the previous FED-based analyses. The inadequacy cannot be 
overcome by “repair by ellipsis,” either, because we are dealing with the 
absence of syntactic movement, not so much as a repair of island-violating 
movement.  
 The above discussion indicates that the FA in (17A) should be derived 
without movement of BOSTON. This is perfectly possible under our FID-
based analysis, as shown in (25). 
  
(25)  Structure under the FID-based analysis: 
  [CP sono gakkoo-wa BOSTON-gaeri-no koosi-o     yatotta  
    that school-TOP Boston-return-LNK teacher-ACC  hired   
  no]  da/desu. 
  C  COP.PRES 
  ‘It is that that school hired a teacher returning from Boston.’ 
 
Here, the underlying structure is the no da focus-inclusive construction. FID 
eliminates all the elements but BOSTON inside the CP headed by no. Of 
importance is that BOSTON within the compound Boston-gaeri need not 
undergo syntactic movement under our FID-based analysis. 
 
5.2. Split and Non-Split Numeral Quantifiers 
 
 We will turn to FAs with a numeral quantifier, which yields different 
interpretations, depending on whether or not they undergo movement. We 
will show that FAs with such quantifiers provide further support for our FID-
based analysis over the FED-based analyses.  
 To set the stage for our main discussion, let us consider the following 
examples (adapted from Nakanishi 2007).    
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(26)  Non-split case:  
  a. [san-nin-no   gakusei]-ga  kinoo   Peter-o  tataita. 
    three-CL-LNK  student -NOM yesterday Peter-ACC hit 
   ‘Three students hit Peter yesterday.’ 
  b. [gakusei san-nin]-ga   kinoo   Peter-o  tataita. 
    student three-CL -NOM yesterday Peter-ACC hit 
   ‘Three students hit Peter yesterday.’         (Nakanishi 2007)  
(27)  Split case: 
  gakusei-ga  kinoo   san-nin Peter-o  tataita. 
  student-NOM yesterday three-CL Peter-ACC hit 
  ‘Three students hit Peter yesterday.’          (Nakanishi 2007) 
 
In (26a,b), the numeral quantifier san-nin ‘three’ is adjacent to its host noun 
gakusei-ga ‘students’. In this case, the sentence is ambiguous: one reading is 
that three students hit Peter together, and the other is that three students hit 
Peter separately. Let us call the former the “single event reading” and the 
latter the “multiple event reading.” Nakanishi (2007) observed that when the 
numeral quantifier and its host noun get split via movement as in (27), only 
the multiple event reading is available. The following examples make this 
point clearer. 
 
(28)  Non-split case: 
  a. [san-nin-no   gakusei]-ga  kinoo   Peter-o  korosita. 
    three-CL-LNK student -NOM yesterday Peter-ACC killed 
   ‘Three students killed Peter yesterday.’      
  b. [gakusei  san-nin]-ga   kinoo   Peter-o  korosita. 
    student  three-CL -NOM yesterday Peter-ACC killed 
   ‘Three students killed Peter yesterday.’      (Nakanishi 2007)  
(29)  Split case: 
    ?? gakusei-ga  kinoo   san-nin Peter-o   korosita. 
  student-NOM yesterday three-CL Peter-ACC  killed 
  ‘Three students killed Peter yesterday.’        (Nakanishi 2007) 
 
In contrast with (26a,b), (28a,b) lack the multiple event reading, namely ‘three 
different students killed Peter separately’. This interpretation is infelicitous 
due to our world knowledge that one person cannot be killed multiple times. 
Thus, (28) is acceptable only with the single event reading, according to 
which three students killed Peter together. (29) lacks the multiple event 
reading for the same reason as (28), and moreover, the single event reading is 
also unavailable for such a split case. Thus, no felicitous single or multiple 
event readings are available for (29). To recapitulate the gist of Nakanishi’s 
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observation, the single event reading is available only when a numeral 
quantifier and its host noun are not split.  
 With this in mind, let us consider the following examples.  
 
(30)  Q: kinoo   [nan-nin-no      otoko]-ga  Taro-o   korosita no? 
   yesterday  how.many-CL-LNK men-NOM  Taro-ACC killed  Q 
   ‘How many men killed Taro yesterday?’  
  A: go-nin  da/desu.                          (FA) 
   five-CL COP.PRES 
   ‘Five.’ 
  A’: [CP  kinoo   [GO-NIN-no otoko]-ga Taro-o   korosita  (SA) 
      yesterday  five-CL-LNK men-NOM Taro-ACC killed  
   no]  da/desu.   
   C   COP.PRES 
   ‘It is that FIVE men killed Taro yesterday.’ 
  A’’: [CP kinoo   [otoko GO-NIN]-ga  Taro-o   korosita   (SA) 
      yesterday  men  five-CL -NOM  Taro-ACC killed  
    no]  da/desu.   
    C   COP.PRES 
    ‘It is that FIVE men killed Taro yesterday.’ 
 
The wh-question with nan-nin ‘how many’ in (30Q) can be answered either 
by SAs in (30A’) or (30A’’), or by the FA in (30A). Here, the verb kill 
requires the intended reading in question should be the single event reading. 
 Notice that there is no possible bare copular source for this FA. The bare 
copular sentence with an overt subject as answer to (30Q) is unacceptable, as 
shown in (31). 
 
(31)  Bare copular sentence: 
 * sore-wa  go-nin  da/desu. 
  it-TOP   5-CL   COP.PRES 
  ‘It is five.’ 
 
The same type of tense mismatch as those observed in (9) and (18) 
presumably contributes to the deviance of (31). If we assume with 
Nishigauchi & Fujii (2006) that pro is a null version of sore ‘it’, the deviance 
of (31) indicates that the bare copular source with a null subject would be 
unacceptable, either. Thus, the bare copular source is unavailable for the FA 
in (30A).  
 Next, let us consider the possibility of the FED-based analyses. (32) and 
(33) illustrate the structures before deletion takes place under Saito’s (2004) 
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cleft analysis and Nishigauchi & Fujii’s (2006) focus movement analysis, 
respectively (the ordering of otoko ‘men’ and ei/ti is immaterial). 
 
(32)  Structure before FED under the cleft analysis: 
 * [CP kinoo     ei  otoko-ga  Taro-o   korosita] no ]-wa   
   yesterday    men-NOM  Taro-ACC killed   C  -TOP 
  GO-NINi da/desu.  
  5-CL    COP.PRES 
  ‘It is FIVE that men killed Taro yesterday.’  
(33)  Structure before FED under the “no da” focus movement analysis: 
    ?? [FocP GO-NINi  [FinP  kinoo  ti  otoko-ga  Taro-o   korosita 
    5-CL        yesterday  men-NOM  Taro-ACC killed   
  no]  da/desu]. 
  C  COP.PRES 
  ‘It is that FIVE men killed Taro yesterday.’ 
 
Here, the numeral quantifier go-nin ‘five’ is split away from its host noun 
otoko-ga ‘men’. Given Nakanishi’s generalization that the split numeral 
quantifier does not allow the single event reading and forces the multiple 
event reading, then the unacceptability of (32) and (33) are straightforwardly 
explained. The intended multiple event reading would be that five men killed 
Taro separately. However, this should be excluded by the world knowledge 
that one person can be killed only once. 
 Now, the FA in (30A) is also felicitous only under the single event 
reading, which is available only in non-split cases, given Nakanishi’s (2007) 
generalization. Then, the FA in (30A) should be derived without movement 
separating the numeral quantifier go-nin ‘five’ and its host noun otoko-ga 
‘men’. The previous FED-based analyses cannot achieve this, because the 
numeral quantifier must be moved out of the ellipsis site, thereby being split 
away from the host noun under their analyses. “Repair by ellipsis” is of no 
use here, either, because it is just a means to salvage island-violations, and it 
has no capacity of manipulating interpretations (more specifically assigning 
a certain single event reading). 
 By contrast, it is possible under our FID-based analysis to derive (30A) 
in accordance with Nakanishi’s (2007) generalization, as illustrated in (34).  
  
(34)  Structures assumed under the FID-based analysis: 
  a. [kinoo   [GO-NIN-no otoko]-ga Taro-o   korosita no]   
    yesterday  five-CL-LNK men-NOM Taro-ACC killed  C   
   da/desu. 
   COP.PRES  
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   ‘It is that FIVE men killed Taro yesterday.’  
  b. [kinoo   [otoko GO-NIN]-ga Taro-o   korosita no]  da/desu. 
    yesterday  men  five-CL -NOM Taro-ACC killed  C   COP.PRES  
   ‘It is that FIVE men killed Taro yesterday.’  
 
Under the FID-based analysis, two possible sources are available for the FA 
in (30A), as in (34a) and (34b). In these structures, the numeral quantifier is 
not split from its host noun, and the single event reading, which is the intended 
reading of the FA in (34A), is available.  
 To sum up, we demonstrated that certain FAs are problematic to the 
previous FED-based analyses, even when coupled with the dubious notion of 
“repair by ellipsis.” In contrast, our FID-based non-movement analysis can 
provide a simple and straightforward account of these FAs. Thus, our novel 
data strongly indicate that the FID-based approach should be extended to FAs 
in Japanese, too. 
   
6. FID Comes as Free as FED 
 
 In the preceding discussion, we showed that data from FAs in Japanese 
provides strong support for the notion of FID. In this section, we would like 
to comment on the question, perhaps already in some readers’ minds, whether 
FID is a somewhat more marked or extraneous device than traditional FED. 
We will argue that this is not the case, and that FID is as theoretically natural 
as FED. 
 Consider the fact that FID may lead to ellipsis of discontinuous, non-
constituent terms as in, e.g., (35), where AB and EF are elided as a result of 
FID applying to XP with an F-marked term YP. 
 
(35)  …[XP A B [YP[+F] C D ] E F ]… 

	  	  	  "%$	  	  	  
 …[XP A B [YP[+F] C D ] E F ]… 

 
Such “discontinuous deletion” may strike some readers as a serious departure 
from the general idea that operations can apply only to constituents (cf. 
structure dependence). However, recall the definition of FID, reproduced here.  
 
(36)  Focus-inclusive Deletion (FID):  
  Applying to a constituent XP, FID phonologically reduces all but the 

F(ocus)-marked constituent(s) within XP. 
 
As clearly stated in the formulation, FID is an operation applying to a 
constituent (XP in (35)). Just like FED, what is required to achieve FID is 
only to determine the target constituent XP and the F-marked constituent 
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YP[+F], while the only difference between FID and FED lies in whether YP[+F] 
is internal or external to XP, as shown schematically in (37). 
 
(37)  a. FED:  
   … YP[+F] … [XP …] …  

	  	  	  "#$	  	  	  
  … YP[+F] … [XP …] … 

  b. FID:  
   … [XP … YP[+F] …] …  

	  	  	  "%$	  	  	  
  …[XP … YP[+F] …] … 

 
Thus, FID satisfies the general condition of structure dependence, to the same 
extent as FED.  
 Notice, incidentally, the similarity between the FED vs. FID distinction 
and that of “External Merge” (EM) vs. “Internal Merge” (IM) (Chomsky 2004, 
2007, 2008). The contemporary theory of bare phrase structure (Chomsky 
1995 et seq.) holds that at the core of human language lies the elementary 
operation “Merge,” which recursively combines any two syntactic objects XP 
and YP (whether lexical or constructed) and create their set, {XP, YP}. The 
choice of XP, YP is unconstrained, and Merge can take any XP, YP, 
irrespective of whether one is “external” or “internal” to the other. The former 
case corresponds to EM, which yields the discrete infinity of syntactic 
representations, while the latter corresponds to IM, which yields the copy 
theory of movement. 
 
(38)  a. External Merge (EM):  
   … YP … XP …    

	  	  	  #&	  	  	  
  … {YP, XP} … 

  b. Internal Merge (IM):  
   … [XP … YP …] …  

	  	  	  %&	  	  	  
  … {YP, [XP … YP …]} … 

 
In the early days of the bare phrase structure theory (Chomsky 1995), the 
existence of “Move” (a precursor of IM) was considered to be a remarkable 
“imperfection” of human language: we can easily devise a formal system 
without movement transformations, avoiding many of the complications in 
parsing programs. However, Chomsky (2004) reaches the recognition that 
Move/IM is rather just another aspect of the generalized Merge. Thus, “IM (= 
Move, with the “copy theory”) is as free as EM; it can only be blocked by 
stipulation” (Chomsky 2008:140-141), hence consistent with the SMT.  
 Now, we can apply the same logic to the two varieties of deletion in (37). 
Some readers may regard FID as a distinctively extraneous device counter to 
the SMT, but it is not, because, arguably, FID is to FED what IM is to EM. 
To see this, notice that deletion operations in human language meet the 
general condition of “recoverability,” which basically holds that only given, 
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non-F-marked elements can be affected by deletion. So long as this traditional 
characterization is on the right track, then, sensitivity to focus is a general 
feature of deletion. Now, must the F-marked phrase YP[+F] always be 
“external” to the deletion site XP, or is YP[+F] also allowed to be “internal” to 
XP? The logic akin to the EM vs. IM distinction is that unless barred by 
further stipulations, we would expect that YP[+F] can be either external or 
internal to XP, yielding the FED vs. FID bifurcation in (37). Thus, once FED 
is admitted, it follows as a logical consequence that FID comes as free as FED.  
 There is clear evidence that non-focused/deaccented XP may contain a 
focused/accented phrase. Thus, observe the contrast between the SA in (39a) 
and the FA under our FID-based analysis in (39b).  
 
(39)  a. [Taro-wa [[+F] KONO RINGO-O] tabeta no]  da/desu.    (SA) 
    Taro-TOP    this   apple-ACC  ate     C   COP.PRES    
   ‘Taro ate THIS APPLE.’ 
  b. [Taro-wa [[+F] KONO RINGO-O ] tabeta no]  (da/desu).   (FA) 
    Taro-TOP    this   apple-ACC  ate    C    COP.PRES 
   ‘It is that Taro ate THIS APPLE.’ 
 
Focus-sensitive deaccenting is an ordinary fact about language, and its strong 
form leads to unpronunciation/deletion, which naturally yields FID as well as 
FED. Every theory of natural language semantics that allows in-situ F-
marking provides some means for computing interpretations of focus-
inclusive constituents (such as F-closure; see Büring 2007 for an overview). 
Thus, the existence of focus-internal deaccenting or FID is quite natural and 
expected, both semantically and phonologically. 
 For these reasons, we can conclude that FID and FED are just two sides 
of the same coin (focus-sensitive deaccenting/deletion), and only further 
stipulations can preclude one over the other. Thus, there is no conceptual 
barrier for the possibility of FID. Rather, FID should come as free as FED, in 
a way quite akin to the fact that IM is as free as EM.  
 
7. Conclusion 
 
 In this paper, we presented hitherto-unnoticed data concerning FAs with 
nominal-internal modifiers. These data run afoul of FED-based analyses, 
even if coupled with the dubious idea of “repair by ellipsis.” We further 
argued that our FID-based non-movement analysis of FAs in Japanese is 
superior to the previous FED-based analyses, both in terms of empirical 
coverage and conceptual simplicity. We therefore conclude that FID is a 
natural constituent of UG, which arises, together with FED, as an integral 
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aspect of focus-sensitive deaccenting/deletion.  
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